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Three H launches an Office System with Another Dimension
Through a functional wall tile program, designers can think of “wall plans” not just “floor plans”.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(June 15, 2015) Chicago - Three H is officially launching its wall tile office program, today, called Rescape™.
Rescape starts with a wall tile framework that includes panels of various materials: laminates, fabrics,
white boards and accessory rails; while also integrating shelving, storage, electrical components and
various work surfaces.
Rescape wall tiles are not what are traditionally thought of as a set of components within a frame or
features simply attached to walls. Rescape is a proprietary system developed by Three H that starts
with a metal frame understructure that is fitted to a complete wall or a portion of a wall. Functional
tile components then snap on to the frame structure.
Rescape is about re-thinking and re-shaping workspaces. Designers and clients can now think of the
floor plan and the wall plan in their layout of functional office environments.
Various components and style features of all Three H products can be considered when working in
a Rescape office. Whether it be storage components from Create™ or desking from The Premiere
Series, clients can build a highly productive and beautiful working environments for private offices,
open plan and collaborative spaces.
Rescape is a workspace initiative that will continue to evolve at Three H. As designers and clients
participate in the creation of new spaces and the way we work - ‘rescaping’ (in Three H terms) - the
company will launch new materials, components and style features while seamlessly integrating a
variety of office furniture designs.
Design by Jean Bourassa ADIQ and the Three H team led by Brian Conlin, COO.
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Offices. Perfectly Tailored.™
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About Three H Office Furniture
Built on a tradition of European craftsmanship combined with innovative technology,
Three H has been crafting office furniture that bridges the gap between custom and mass
for more than 35 years. Three H’s unique design process gives clients the advantage of a
tailored solution, but without the delays and high costs typically associated with going custom.
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For more information contact Bill Eberhardt, Marketing Manager at:
705 475 9589 | b.eberhardt@three-h.com
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